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Abstract – The purpose of this paper is to identify areas
throughout a product’s lifecycle processes where complexity
can be reduced by implementing a product configuration
system (PCS). As discussed in the literature, several benefits
are realized by using a PCS in terms of product and process
standardization. This also leads to control and reduce of
complexity both in products and processes. To this end, this
research attempts to quantify and assess these benefits and is
supported by empirical evidence. A case study of an
engineering company is used and the results indicate
significant improvements for the company in several life
cycle processes.
Keywords – Complexity, Engineer-to-order companies
Product configuration system (PCS), Product life cycle

product increases the more complex and highly
engineered the product is [3].
Regarding complexity in a manufacturing company, it
can be identified in products, processes and organization
[4], and it lies upon each of those aspects but also in their
interrelationships [5, 6]. There are several factors
discussed in the literature related to complexity of
products’ life cycle [7].
Benefits of utilizing a PCS can be realized in the different
life cycle processes and have an impact on several cost
areas within a manufacturing company. As a result this
research combines the fields of PCS and complexity, by
assessing how product’s life cycle complexity can be
reduced by the utilization of a PCS. A case study is used
to supplement this research.

I. INTRODUCTION
This paper aims to explore the overall impact on
complexity reduction throughout the products’ life cycle
by implementing a product configuration system (PCS) in
the early sales phase (Fig. 1). The literature describes
various benefits that can be gained from implementing
PCSs, however the connection between those benefits and
the effects on complexity reduction in the different phases
of the products’ life cycles has not been explored to full
extent. This research focuses on engineer-to-order (ETO)
companies; companies considered are producing and
selling complex and highly engineered products, such as
cement or chemical factories, oilrigs etc.

Fig. 1 - Impact of implementing PCSs in the sales process on the
different phases of the product’s life cycle.

PCS are widely used on products and services. With
reference to products, they are utilized at different phases
of a product’s life cycle (design and engineering, sales,
manufacturing, installation and after-sales) and various
benefits have been discussed in the literature regarding
lead times, quality, optimization of products and services
etc. [1, 2]. The complexity of handling information for a

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
A. Benefits from using PCSs
In this section the benefits from the utilization of a
PCS identified in the literature are discussed and grouped
according to different lifecycle processes.
PCSs have been implemented widely to support the
specification process for the customized products and
guide the sales process [8]–[10]. The benefits from
applying PCSs can be described in terms of shorter-lead
time and improved quality of the product’s specifications,
reduced resource consumption and increased customer
satisfaction [11]. For that reason, less rework and less
iterations are required, as the quality and the accuracy of
quotations are increased [12]. Furthermore, PCSs can be
used as tools that support sales persons to offer
customized products within the boundaries of standard
product architectures and thereby enable companies to be
more in control of their product assortment [2, 13].
In order to achieve the benefits from a mass
customization approach, utilization of PCSs and
standardization of the product’s architecture are
considered as the main enablers [14, 15]. The growing
product variety at the companies has led to an increasing
complexity of products and processes and to the need of
better coordination of the way product specifications are
performed [16]. PCS are used to support the product
configuration processes, which consist of a set of activates
that involves gathering information from customers and
generation of all required product specifications [2, 16].
In PCSs a set of components along with their connections

are pre-defined and where constrains are used to prevent
infeasible configurations [17].
Companies utilizing PCSs have achieved increased
ability to manage product variety, improved product
quality, simplification of the customer order process and
complexity reduction [2], [18]–[20]. Furthermore,
preservation of knowledge, use of fewer resources,
optimization of products designs, less routine work,
improved certainty of delivery, reduced time for training
new employees and increased customer satisfaction [11],
[16], [21]–[24] have been reported in the literature as
benefits achieved via the use of a PCS. In addition, when
the complete configuration process is supported by a PCS,
the configuration cost may reduce up to 60% over the
product lifecycle [13]. On the other hand, by utilizing a
PCS companies can increase sales of more standardized
products and become more in control of their product
range, which can lead to higher efficiency, improved
quality, and reduce the product complexity [2].
The following table demonstrates these benefits
according to the different life cycle processes.

of the product. Reference [36] identifies and calculates the
complexity costs for the business processes, by using a
case study in the automobile manufacturing. The research
concludes with the cost structure and the break-down of
complexity costs to different processes. 15-20% of the
total costs are considered as complexity costs, which are
allocated to several business processes, such as inventory,
production, logistics and sales.
The methods suggested reducing product complexity
focus on increasing the overview and transparency of the
product assortment [37] and improve product
standardization [38]. Regarding methods for reduction of
process complexity, optimization of the different lifecycle
processes is discussed, in areas such as supplier-customer
relationship [39], manufacturing process [40], production
process [41], [42] and distribution [43]. Reference [44]
suggests mass customization as a strategy for eliminating
complexity caused by increasing variation in product
architecture, inventory and order taking process.

TABLE I

Based on the literature discussed above, it can be
concluded that PCS and complexity reduction are highly
related topics within a manufacturing company. By
implementing a PCS improved standardization of
products and processes is achieved. Yet, through
increased standardization complexity is also reduced in
both the products and the life cycle processes. Hence, the
direct impact of implementing a PCS on complexity is
considered to be a great interest.
Therefore, this research studies the impact from
implementing a PCS in the early sales phase on the
complexity reduction through the entire life cycle of a
product. In the early sales phase the most important
decisions are taken and the characteristics of the products
are determined. Based on the above, the following
proposition is developed and tested in a case study.
Proposition 1 (P): Cost reduction is achieved through
reducing complexity of a product’s lifecycle processes by
the use of a PCS.
The main proposition is divided into two parts, in order to
be tested in the case study. The first one, studies the effect
of reusing parts of completed projects to new ones. Then,
a generalization of this concept is examined through the
implementation of a PCS.
Proposition 1a (P1a): If it possible to reuse parts of
the design of new projects from completed ones, then a
significant reduction of costs of engineering, production
and repairs after installation due to defects is achieved.
Proposition 1b (P1b): Application of PCS in the sales
phase and increase of modular product range may lead to
more standardized products and benefits proved in P1a
indicate the scale of possible savings.

SUMMARY OF PCS’s BENEFITS ON LIFE CYCLE PROCESSES

Life cycle process
Sales

Engineering

Production

Distribution
Installation
After-sales

Benefit
Reduction in quotation lead time
[25]
Increase customer satisfaction
[26]
Improved communication and
relationship with customers [2],
[9], [10], [27]–[29]
Improved control of product
portfolio [2], [27], [29], [30]
Reduction in lead time for
preparing specifications [31]
Increased quality of
specifications (less errors) [32]
Reduction in work hours [12]
[33]
Reduction in hours making
production instructions [31]
Improved quality and number of
specifications that can be used
directly without iterations [16],
[33]
Reduction in delivery time [31]
Improved on-time delivery [2],
[27], [30]
Reduction in number of errors
[31]
Improved efficiency [31]

B. Complexity in product lifecycle processes
Complexity is realized both in products and processes
of the entire life cycle. Five areas of complexity are
identified by [34]: product design, procurement,
manufacturing process, product range, and distribution.
Reference [35] distinguishes complexity cost between
those that occur only once, at the introduction of the new
variant, and those that re-occur during the entire lifecycle

C. Bridging the gap between complexity and PCS

III. CASE STUDY

A. Introduction and Problem analysis
The company selected as a case study in order to test
the suggested proposition is an ETO manufacturer in the
oil and gas industry. The company provides single
equipment and complete systems and services and it
operates worldwide. This specific company is chosen as a
case study to be further investigated as it is considered to
be highly representative in the engineering industry, so
replication of the research could be ensured.
Data collection includes the cost for all the complete
systems (projects) and single equipment (products) sold
over a four-year period. The unit of analysis is the number
of sales including projects and products. The related costs
refer to the different phases of the products lifecycle, such
as sales, engineering, production, distribution, installation
and after-sales. Data were obtained through the
company’s internal database and verified by specialists
within the company (project managers).
In detail, the different cost categories that are taken
into consideration for the analysis are the following:
inventory, material, engineering, production, assembly,
outsourced parts and services, installation. The inventory
cost and production account for more than 50% of the
total cost both for projects and single products. The cost
of engineering for the projects varies from 10% to 20% of
the total cost, while for single products is 6%. These two
cost groups account for the largest share of the total cost.
In the four-year time period, the company sold 12
projects and 193 single products. Based on the data
acquired, the revenue for the projects is 743,5 m€ and for
the single products 46,5 m€. Respectively, the costs are
758,7 m€ for the projects and 30,9 m€ for the single
products. It can be seen from the numbers above that even
though the projects create higher revenue compared to the
sales of single equipment, the related costs are even
higher, resulting in loss for the company. Furthermore, for
the projects sold a deviation is identified between the
estimated cost and revenue at the beginning of the project,
when the budget is calculated, and the actual ones, when
the project is finished.
These deviations can be due to external factors, such
as currency, fluctuation on material price and labor cost.
However, there are internal factors that also influence the
increase of the estimated cost and revenue, and they need
to be further investigated.
To this end, an area of interest identified during the
analysis of the financial performance of the projects is the
reduction of cost through repetition. When a project is reproduced based on an existing one, several cost categories
are identified to have noteworthy reductions.
Engineering costs, which are calculated based on the
hours spent for each project or product, seem to benefit
from re-using existing documentation. The following
figure illustrates the amount of hours spent on engineering
for the pioneer project and for the projects reusing parts.

Fig. 2. No of engineering hours spent on original projects and projects
reusing parts.

A trend can be seen, that for the projects that are
replicated the engineering cost is always reduced. Only
Proj 4_B, which is the second project created based on the
initial Proj 4, is an outlier. This is explained by the fact
that Proj 4_B is only partly a copy of the initial project.
The figure below illustrates a similar effect on the
production costs through reusability of existing material,
such as drawings, instructions and documentation.

Fig. 3. Production costs of original projects and projects reusing parts.

Engineering and production costs account for more
than 50% of the total cost, as explained before. As a
result, these savings through re-usability and
standardization of the processes could have a significant
impact on the overall financial performance of the
company.
Another cost area that showed significant savings in
that aspect is the repairs after installation due to defects.
The results can be seen in the following figure.

Fig. 4. Costs of repairs after installation due to defects for original
projects and projects reusing parts.

This trend of cost reduction through reusability is also
identified in other costs which are related to different life
cycle processes, such as the revisions of drawings and
changes on the drawings, outsourced production
equipment and commissioning. The results from the
figures above verify proposition 1a.
Nevertheless, deviations on the estimated costs and
actual ones for the projects which are reusing parts is

reported. Even though there is a significant reduction in
various cost areas, still the company did not managed to
reduce the cost to the desirable limit. And that is the
reason why there is no profit gained for the sales of the
projects.
B. Results and Methods for Improvement
Based on the analysis of the financial performance of
the company two main areas of potential improvement
can be identified as discussed in the literature [38], [45];
standardization and reusability. In order to achieve these
improvements, firstly, the company should increase the
standardization of the product portfolio. By changing or
adjusting the products’ architecture, the company can
seize the benefits of complexity reduction in the product
assortment. Then, the standardization of the processes and
the increase in material reusability can be achieved by
implementing a PCS. Through the utilization of a PCS
both product and process complexity can be reduced and
this would have a direct effect of cost savings.
In order to assess the potential benefits of suggested
method, a sensitivity analysis is performed on the main
cost areas, as they were identified in the section above.
The table below indicates the main cost areas and the
scenarios developed to estimate the potential benefits.

further cost reductions and the scale of possible savings,
so they are aligned with the proposition 1b.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The scope of this study is to identify how the costs
vary between different projects in an engineering
company with particular focus on the effect of having
more standardized product designs in the projects. The
study reveals that when projects are repeated using similar
equipment from a previous project then the cost will be
significantly reduced.
Literature claims that use of modularization and
configuration systems would lead to more standardized
projects and thus to cost reduction. This study reveals that
if it is possible to base an engineering project on
previously designed parts then it is possible to obtain
some very significant savings. This indicates the scale of
potential savings that may be obtained by applying
modularization of the products in the projects and by
using product configuration systems for actually selling
these more standardized solutions.
Additional examples from engineering companies
have to be added in the future in order to ensure
generalizability of the suggested method.
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